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Child Custody in Utah
utahdivorce.biz/Child-Custody/index.html

No matter where you are located or what the circumstances may be, child custody cases

are some of the most delicate cases in existence. This is largely due to the fact that

children are innocent parties and yet, are ultimately the ones who are most affected by the

ruling or judgment being decreed by the court. Fortunately, if you live in the SLC

area and looking for Top-Rated Child Custody Attorneys in Utah, Award-

winning Utah Attorney David Pedrazas is a seasoned professional who can help

get your concerns heard and lead the way to an amicable resolution to the situation.

If you are facing a difficult divorce, and/or child custody or child support issues,
you need a family law attorney with an outstanding track record.

Call Attorney David Pedrazas!

What is Child Custody and Visitation?

Many people come to our office asking the question; “what is the difference between child

custody and visitation?” Below we have explained the difference between custody and

visitation in Utah. 

Simply put, child custody refers to the fact that every child needs a suitable parental

figure to be responsible for helping them learn, grow, and make decisions

on a daily basis. Ideally, when a family is together and thriving, custody essentially

belongs to neither parent as both are active members of the child’s life. On the flip side,

when the parents split up or were never living in the same house, to begin with, they

typically need to go to family court to let the judge decide which one of them is more

suited to take on the role of the custodial parent, most of the time.

https://utahdivorce.biz/Child-Custody/index.html#Why-Choose-Attorney-David-Pedrazas
https://utahdivorce.biz/
https://utahdivorce.biz/Contact.shtml
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Child Visitation in Utah

On the flip side, visitation is a term to describe time spent with non-custodial

parents. Ideally, the time will be divided fairly equally between the parents. However, in

the case in which one parent is considered to be irresponsible, does not have the time or

resources, or even if they live too far away, they may have to spend considerably less time

with the non-custodial parent. Furthermore, circumstances and family dynamics tend to

change over time. So, especially in cases in which the child or children are very

young when the custody case is originally heard, the family may need to

return for child custody modifications.

Either way, going to court for child custody is not always ideal but it is

typically helpful in avoiding a future filled with arguments and spats over

who is supposed to do what with regards to raising the children. For instance,

holidays are typically a time of special concern as each parent most likely wants to spend

time with the kids. With emotions and tensions running high, odds are, by the time the

resolution is reached, it will have done more harm than good to all parties involved.

How Child Custody in Utah is Determined?

When parents divorce, Utah state law prefers to make it possible for the mother and the

father to continue to play a meaningful role in the lives of the children. Neither parent

receives any preference under state law, and the family law courts in Salt Lake City will

rule in favor of a parenting plan that provides the parent with joint legal and physical

child custody Utah, provided that this is in the best interests of the children. In other

cases, one parent receives sole custody while the other receives rights of parent time. The

provisions of Utah Code §30-3-10 contain several different factors that will influence the

decision of how to award child custody Utah in a divorce between parents, including:

How well each parent is prepared to make the child’s welfare a top priority and to

work for solutions that serve the child’s best interests

The degree to which each parent is willing to support a relationship between the

child and the other parent

How much each parent took part in raising the child prior to the divorce

Where each parent will live after the divorce

The child’s preference, provided that the child is sufficiently mature to express a

reasoned decision

https://utahdivorce.biz/Child-Custody/Parent-Time-Visitation.shtml
https://utahdivorce.biz/Child-Custody/Modifying-Child-Custody.shtml
https://utahdivorce.biz/divorce-attorney-utah
https://utahdivorce.biz/Family-Law/index.html
https://utahdivorce.biz/Child-Custody/Parent-Time-Visitation.shtml
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Any history of domestic violence or child abuse

Click here to download this Parent Time Utah Infographic as a PDF

Whenever possible, it is preferable to resolve a divorce where children are involved with

an out-of-court settlement. This approach — which is referred to as an uncontested

divorce — has the advantage of preventing a heated custody battle and the expense and

stress of litigation. It also allows the parents to maintain greater control over the final

outcome, as they work together to decide on a parenting plan rather than subject to the

arbitrary court orders issued by the judge in a contested divorce. Even if this is not

possible, a Salt Lake City divorce lawyer from the Law Office of David Pedrazas can help

you pursue a favorable resolution to your case with a minimum of expense and emotional

trauma for your children.

Paternity Actions To Obtain Child Custody Utah

If you are the father of a child who was born out of wedlock, you do not have any legal

rights and responsibilities in respect to the child, unless you and the mother signed a form

to acknowledge your paternity at the time of birth. In such a case, you will have to take

legal action to obtain rights of child custody Utah or parent time. A paternity action may

be as simple as going to court with the mother to affirm that you are the child’s father, or

https://utahdivorce.biz/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Parent-Time-Utah-Infographic.pdf
https://utahdivorce.biz/Divorce/Uncontested-Divorce.shtml
https://utahdivorce.biz/Divorce/Contested-Divorce.shtml
https://utahdivorce.biz/divorce-attorney-utah
http://le.utah.gov/UtahCode/section.jsp?code=78B-12
https://utahdivorce.biz/Child-Custody/Paternity.shtml
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it may be necessary to use DNA testing to establish your biological relationship with your

child. Contact a top-rated Utah Child Custody lawyer for a Utah child custody case

evaluation now to discuss the situation and learn about how we can help.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/6Sr6W6SafcU

U.S. National and Utah Child Custody Statistics  

Data from the U.S. Census Bureau reveals that over 25% of all children in the country

under age 21 live with one parent, while the other parent lives elsewhere. Below is an

overview of U.S. child custody statistics that can be helpful in understanding the national

picture of child custody. It reflects common support arrangements, lifestyles for children

and parents after divorce, and financial obligations for noncustodial parents, among other

conditions.

A summary look at the U.S. Census data along with divorce and custody impact data from

the Utah Department of Health’s Public Health Indicator-Based Information System

(IBIS) together present some enlightening statistics, to help gain a deeper understanding

of child custody in Idaho and the nation.

Custody and Related Data Tracked By the Census Bureau

The statistical overview below is of the most recent data available from the Census

Bureau, which is the April 2018 Current Population Survey (CPS). More specifically, the

survey’s Child Support Supplement (CSS), known as the CPS-CSS segment of the report,

features these data:

A range of statistics on custody and related financial and lifestyle effects to children

and custodial and noncustodial parents after a divorce is highlighted in the overview

of the report.

https://utahdivorce.biz/Free-Case-Evaluation.shtml
https://youtu.be/6Sr6W6SafcU
https://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/publications/2020/demo/p60-269.pdf
https://utahdivorce.biz/Child-Custody/index.html
https://ibis.health.utah.gov/ibisph-view/indicator/view/HHStruct.Cnty.html
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The 2018 report also features a wealth of historical data, to provide a view of the

past 20 years of information on the general areas of useful information regarding

child custody.

The data includes demographic information on custodial parents (who are at least 15

years old), child support, parental income data, and various other relevant data, and other

program data collected throughout 2017.

Further, the report provides historical data amassed over 24 years and compares data

collected from the CPS-CSS April 1994 report as well as from surveys taken every two

years since that time.

Child Custody Arrangements

Under the Utah court system’s definitions, there are two possible basic arrangements

between parents for child custody:

The custodial parent, as defined for survey respondents, resides in a home with his

or her biological and/or adopted child(ren). The noncustodial parent lives

someplace other than the household where those children reside. In custody

arrangements, typically the parent living outside the home, the noncustodial parent,

is legally required to provide child support for the child and for costs of raising a

child.

Or, custody can be shared. This kind of arrangement is also called joint, equal, split,

or joint custody, or co-parenting. In equal custody arrangements, parents may

alternate between having the child live in each parent’s home for determined

intervals. In joint custody agreements, child support might or might not be paid by

one parent to the other. (See details on how child support is handled in the Current

Population Survey.)

Current Highlighted U.S. Statistics

The April 2018 CPS-CSS report features these two eye-opening bodies of national data.

First, is the 2017 survey information gathered for the April 2018 report. Second, is the

broader historical data ranging across 24 years.

April 2018 Data from 2017 U.S. Census Bureau Research:

Approximately 21.9 million children in the U.S. had a parent living outside the home

in 2017. That’s over a fourth of all children (26.5%) nationwide younger than age 21.

About 30.1% of children with one parent outside the household, were living in

poverty. That’s around triple the poverty rate among children living with both

parents in the home, which is only 11.1%.

Nearly half of all Black children in the country (48.8%) had one parent living

outside their home.

Around half of all custodial parents in the U.S. (49.4%) had formal legal child

support requirements or informal agreements.

https://utahdivorce.biz/Child-Support/index.html
https://www.utcourts.gov/howto/divorce/custody.html
http://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/working-papers/2011/demo/spm-cps-sipp-cs-paid-comparison.pdf
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Only approximately 69.8% (7 out of 10) custodial parents who were under

agreement to receive child support during 2017 did receive at least some number of

the payments.

Under half (45.9%) of all custodial parents in the country who were under

agreements to receive payments for child support actually received the full

amount of all payments.

Of the $30.0-billion aggregated total amount of child support that was

supposed to be received in 2017, only 62.2% (less than two-thirds) of the

amount owed was actually received. The average received per custodial parent

for 2017 was just $3,431.

More than half (58.0%) of all custodial parents in the country received some form of

child support other than cash from noncustodial parents to benefit their children.

To view Utah cities data for the number of children living in single-parent households, see

the IBIS child custody data chart. Comparing Utah to the Census Bureau’s national survey

findings, in 2010, around 7.8% of Utah households were single-parent homes with

children. In 2018, the state’s decadal American Community Survey (ACS) estimated the

total had dropped to 7%.

20-Year Historical National Custody Statistics

Fathers have become more likely to be in the role of custodial parents over the past

two and a half decades, with the numbers rising from just 16.0% back in 1994 up to

a 2018 total of 20.1%.

The rate of custodial parents with child support agreements who did not actually

receive any support escalated from 24.2% back in 1993 to a staggering 2017 rate of

30.2%.

One promising statistic is that the total number of custodial parents with child

support agreements in 2017 went down to 5.4 million from a 2003 total of 7.3

million.

The number of female custodial parents with child support agreements rose over the

decade from 1994 (59.8%) to 2004 (64.2%). By 2018, the total had dropped to

51.4%.

The total amount of child support nationwide that was supposed to be received in

2017 was $30.0 billion. That number dropped by $19.5 billion from the 2003 total

of $49.5 billion.

For More Information About the CPS-CSS Report

For more information about the April 2018 U.S. Census Bureau’s CPS-CSS report on child

custody and child support, click this link to the CPS ASEC legacy file. Detailed data tables

and other information are also available on the Census Bureau website, accessible

through this link to the Bureau’s Child Support page. (Also see links to an abundance of

reports on related child support issues at the agency’s dedicated web page.)

Utah Department of Health Findings from IBIS Child Custody Data

https://ibis.health.utah.gov/ibisph-view/indicator/important_facts/HHStruct.html
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As the Utah Department of Health assesses, whether or not both parents living in the

household is a determinant of a child’s levels of both economic resources and invaluable

resources of parental availability.

The Department’s (IBIS) data collection and reporting system confirm that Utah reflects

the national reports finding that children living with only one parent have a greater

likelihood of living in poverty than children living in homes with two adults.

The Utah IBIS data further finds that single parents are confronted with special obstacles

to successful parenting, such as strained financial resources, increased child care needs,

and insufficient downtime for decompressing and recharging energy as needed for good

parenting.

Why Choose Attorney David Pedrazas in Salt Lake City, UT?

For over 20 years, David Pedrazas has been helping people in the Salt Lake City region

who are going through child custody battles obtain the best possible solution for their

families. He has been named one of Salt Lake City’s best divorce attorneys by multiple

professional associations, including the National Academy of Family Law Association and

the American Academy of Trial Attorneys.

For answers to questions about child custody, or to schedule an
appointment for a consultation, just call the Law Office of David Pedrazas,
PPLLC, or request information online anytime.

Book an Appointment Today!

Contact Our Experienced Child Custody Attorney in SLC, Utah

Although it may be tempting to go it alone, hiring a knowledgeable child

custody lawyer can save you tons of time, turmoil, money, and more. Indeed,

despite the fact that it may seem simple enough to meet up with the other parent and

create your own agreement, over time, you will find that without a firm agreement in

place, things will go haywire. However, by contacting your friends at the Law Office of

David Pedrazas, PLLC, you will have an expert at your fingertips to help you navigate

through the confusing child custody laws in Salt Lake City and help you reach a

resolution that is best for everyone involved. Give us a call at 801-263-7078 for a

Legal Case Review.
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